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1. INTRODUCTION

The remote estimationof leaf biochemical content from spaceborne platforms
has been the subject of many studies aimed at better understanding of terrestrial
ecayatem ftmctiotting. The major ecological processes involved in exchange of matter
and rmergy, like photosynthesis, primary productions evapotranspimtion, respiration,
and kompoaition can be related to plant properties e.g., chlor@yll, water, protein,
cellulose and Iignin contents (Peterson, 1991). As leaves represent the most important
plant aurfkma interacting with solar energy, a top priority has been to relate optical
pmperth to biochemical constituents. Two different approaches have been considerd
fw, smdsdeal comelations between the Ieafreflectance (or transmittance) and
biochemical contenL and stxond, physically breed models of leaf scattering and
-On dew- using Ihe laws of optics. Recen?ly reviewed by Verdebout et al.
(1994), the development of models of leaf optical properdes has resulted in better
understanding of the interaction of light with plant leaves.

Present radiative transfer models mainly use chlorophyll and /or water contents
as input parameters to calculate leaf reflectamx or (Jacquemoud and BareL 19$X%
Fukshanaky et aL, 1991; Yamada and Fujimura, 1991; Martinez v. Remisowsky et al.,
1992). Inversion of these models allows to retrieve these constituents tim
spcmpMme5ic measurements. Conel et al. (1993) recently proposed a two-stream
Kubelka-Munk model to analyse the influence of protein, cellulose, lignin, and starch on
leaf reflectance, but in fac~ the estimation of leaf biochemistry from remote sensing is
still an open question. In order to clarify iL a laboratory experiment associating visible /
inihred spectra of plant leaves both with physical measurements and biochemical
analyses was conducted at the Joint Research Came during the summer of 1993. This
unique ti set has been used to upgrade the PROSPECT model (Jacquemoud and
Bamt, 1990) by including Ieafbiochemisrry.

2. THE EXPERIMENT

lb L4X%X (Leaf Qptical ~rtks Experiment)isdetailedin Jaquemoud et
al. (1994X it consists of a wide range of variation in leaf internal structure, pigments,
water, and biochemistry contents. In total, about 70 leaf samples nqwesenting 50 woody
d~~mwm~tid ti~md~~Oe Jotit R~h
Centre m Italy. The hemispherical reflectance (R), transmittance (T), and infinite
reflectance (RoD)of fresh and dry leaves were measured using a Perkin Elmer Lambda

19 ~e~ ovw * *2500 IMIIwav~fwfi in~rv~.

Many physical and biological measurements were performed on leaf samples
bhuie thim specfilc leaf area (SLA = dry weight per unit leaf area), equivalent
water thickness (EWT = water mass per unit leaf area), photosynthetic pigments
(chlorophyll % b, and total carotenoids), biochemical components (total proteins,
cellulose, lignin, and starch), and finally elementary composition (C, H, O, N). Table 1
gives deacripdve statistics and illustrates the range in leaf biophysical characteristics.
Good relationships among some biochemical were established, including leaf thickness
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range mean Std
, thickness (Jim) 86.4 -780.0 194.7 114.9

SLA (CIR2.E-1) 73.9 -535.3 224.6 93.4
ElVI’ @cE@) 0.0046-0.0405 0.0115 o.0M7

, CbL a ‘~xm-2) 12.8 – 64.2 36.9 11.4
ChL b (IUI~m.2) 3.7-21.3 11.7 3.8
Caret. (llg cm-2) 3.7 – 19.4 10.5 3.6
Proteins (% MS) I 7.4-36.7 I 20.0 I 7.0

, Cellulose(% MS) I 9.1 – 37.2 19.7 I 6.4

Table 1. Leaf biophysical measurements.

and EWT, proteins and
SLA or total chlorophylls.
The strongest
relationships were
obtained belween nitrogen
and proteins, and between
carbon and cellulose +
lignin (Figure 1). This
equivalence is very
important because the C/N
ratio which drives the
decomposition rates of
forest litter, afkcting
nutrient cycling and @ace
gas fluxes, can be replaced
by the cellulose+ lignin
over protein ratio.
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3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MODEL

PROSP~ is a radiative transfer model which calculates the leaf spectral
reflectance and transmittance from 400 to 2500 nm. Scattering is described by the
refractive index (n) of leaf materials and by a parameter characterizing the leaf
mesophyli structure (N). Absorption is modeled using pigment concentration (Cab),
watex depth (CW* ElVT), and the corresponding spec~lc absqtion coefficients (Kab
and Kw).

Modeling absorption processes implies that the effects of mesophyll structure in
the NIR (780-920 nm) are accounted for. l%e reflectance and transmittance levels in the
NIR are driven by the parameter N, number of Wked elementary layers. In the basic
version of PROSPECT, the absorption by one elementary layer was small and was
assumed tobecunstant(lm=O.0134). The origin of this absorption is uncertain but it
cannot be attributed to either chlorophyll or water. Hypothesizing that I+III?radiation is
absabed by the cell walls, then leaf optical properties must be explained by the N

-H ~ he amtion coefficient ko of the elementary layer. Neglecting the
contributions of water and starch which are very small, ko can be written both as a
function of N and the protein and cellulose+lignin concentrations expressed in g.cm-20

k._ kl.[protein] + kz.[celltdose + lignin]

N
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two specific absqdon coefflciatts was determined (k1=12.10 and k2==.92). In that
way, leaf reflectance and transmittance in the FURare well modeled with a root mean
square em’orrinse= 0.0243. The ko values range from 0.0050 to 0.0275 with an average
of 0.0135 which is very close to the constant provided by Jaquemoud and Baret (1990);
inconsequence, if leaf biochemistry is unknown, the coefilcient ko=O.0135 can be used
with reasonable results (rmM=O.0250).

The wavekmgth independent mesophyll structure parameter N is used to invert
the Stokes equations using measured reflectance and transmittance, the compact layer is
easily calculated, permitting the determination of a spectral absorption coefficient
I@). If the assumption is made that the leaf is a homogeneous mixture of biochemical
components, the absorption coefficient can be written ax

ko(k) = I@) +
kl(k).[protein] + kz(k).[cellulose + lignin] + k@).[waterl + k@.[pigmenKl

N

where k is the wavelength, kl (2,)...@.).) are respectively the specific absorption
ceeffkients for protein, cellulose+lignin, water, and photosynthetic pigments
(chlorophyll a+b and total camtenoids). kc(k) explains the non-zero absorption of an
albino leaf under 500 nm. Assuming that the specifw absorption coefficients arc known,
one can pmlict the constituent concentrations and compare them with measured ones.
For various reasons, this method is cWcult to apply so another sfrategy was adopted:
using the abaerption coeftlcients ko(i) and the measured concentrations, we deduced the
speciiic abamption coefficients of leaf biochemical components.
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F$gure Z Specific absorption coefficients of a)photosyn~c pigments [the dotted
points eormspond to pigments in acetone, Lichtenthaller, 1987] b) water [the dotted
points mrmpond to pure liquid water, Curcio and Petty, 1951] c) protein [the dotted
points corrqxmd to pm powdered material, Wessman, 1990] d) celhhse+lignin [the
dotted points comespd to pure powdered material, Wessman, 1990].
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Figure 2 shows that J@ agrees very well with the fundamental constants
publishtxi for pure liquid water. For pigments, the Specifx absorption coeftlcient k@)
displays classical features with some spectral shifts of the principal absmption peaks
canpamd to in vitro observations. Results are less convincing for protein and
cellulose+lignin: in particular, absorption peaks for protein are not well represented.
Ceiltdose+lignin is better reproduced with some characteristic spectral features.

4. VALIDATION

Before a model can be used with confidence it must be validated. We tested our
model in direct mode, by simulating reflectance and transmittance of 63 fresh leaves
using the measured concentrations of pigments, water, protein, cellulose+lignin, and the
estimated values of the mesophyll structure parameter N; the spectral rinse is low
(cO.02) except in the absorption peaks of the visible where it equals 0.03. The
transmittance, which is generally more sensitive to the model parameters than the
reflectance, is surprisingly better simulated. The validation was carried out with the
same data set. In Figure 3 the values provided by the model inversion aR plotted against
measured values the high correlation for pigments and water shows that the procedure
is successful in retrieving major leaf components whose effects predominate.
Concerning minor ones, we notice that there is no sensitivity for protein but that
cellulose+lignin is well estimated. In terms of reflectance and transmittance
reconstruction, the very low spectral rinse (401) demonstrates the capability of this
new version of the PROSPECT model to accurately synthesize the whole leaf spectrum
for widely different kinds of plant leaves using only 5 parameters.

Hgure 3.
Comparison
between measured
and estimated leaf
biochemical
parametersa)
pigments b) water
c) proteins d)
cellulose+lignin.

5. CONCLUSION

In spite of the difficulties to derive speciiic absorption spectra in agreement
with the literature, these results are vexy promising. It indicates that water does not
obstruct all of the signal in the SWIR and that leaf biochemistry is potentially attainable
fkorn remote sensing data. The extension of the PROSPE~ model to important
wnstituents other than chlorophyll or water, i.e. proteins and cellulose+lignin, should
helpustodersumd their specific effwts on the radiometric signal. Finally, the seruch
for the best specific absmption curves is certainly not ended.
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